


(this never works well)

1. stand up

2. think to yourself: I am #1

3. pair off with someone standing, add your 
numbers together, and adopt the sum as 
your new number

4. one of you should sit down; the other should 
go back to step 3



courses.cs50.net



fun facts

11,782 courses on shopping lists

1,384 Facebook users

607 Google Calendars



10
average number of courses on shopping lists



82
most courses on someone’s shopping list

followed by 70, 66, 63, ...



hello, world





expectations

attend all lectures and sections

submit nine problem sets

take two quizzes

design a final project



grades
Pass/Fail or letter grade



0 prior courses
72%

1 prior course
21%

2+
7%

72% of the people in this theater 
have no prior experience



less comfortable
43%

somewhere in between
44%

more comfortable
13%

there isn’t a typical CS50 student



Men
66%

Women
34%

coming soon: 50/50





















sections, office hours, walkthroughs



67
size of CS50’s staff















cs50.net



cs50.tv



week 0
Introduction.  Bits.  Binary.  ASCII.  Programming.  

Algorithms.  Scratch.  Statements.  Boolean expressions.  



week 1
C.  Source code.  Compilers.  Object code.  SSH.  SFTP.  

GCC.  Functions.  Comments.  Standard output.  
Arithmetic operators.  Precedence.  Associativity.  Local 

variables.  Types.  Casting.  Standard input.  Libraries.  
Boolean expressions, continued.  Conditions, continued.  

Loops, continued.



week 2
Functions, continued.  Global variables.  Parameters.  

Return values.  Stack.  Frames.  Scope.  Arrays.  Strings.  
Command-line arguments.  Cryptography.



week 3
Linear search.  Binary search.  Asymptotic notation.  

Recursion.  Pseudorandomness.  Bubble sort.  Selection 
sort.  Insertion sort.  Merge sort.  Debugging.



week 4
Structures.  Dynamic memory allocation.  Stack and 

heap.  Pointers.  Debugging, continued.



week 5
File I/O.  Forensics.  Linked lists.  Stacks.  Queues.



week 7
Valgrind.  Bitwise operators.  Hash tables.  Trees.  Binary 

search trees.  Tries.  Huffman coding.



week 8
HTTP.  XHTML.  PHP.  SQL.  



week 9
CSS.  Inheritance.  JavaScript.  Events, continued.  Ajax.



week 10
Preprocessing.  Compiling.  Assembling.  Linking.  CPUs.















hackathon
8:00pm - 6:00am



Demanding, but definitely doable.
Social, but educational.

A focused topic, but broadly applicable skills.
CS50 is the quintessential Harvard course.



I planned on taking the class as a freshman, then
convinced myself otherwise because I "couldn't 

fit it into my workload", same story for soph, and 
junior year. 

I finally took it senior year caus I wouldnt get 
another chance, even though it still doesnt fit in 

with the workload haha



I saw you [at the CS50 Fair]...
 

I went to your station to see your program. 

You are my best friend, but when our hands touched as you 
handed me a smiley face sticker, my heart skipped a beat.



I saw you... at the CS50 fair, 
you were with your friends, 
wearing a tight white polo, 

looking hawt. 



I saw you... walking around the CS50 fair with a nametag 
that said you are in the class. 

You are smart and adorable, and all this time I've assumed 
you were dumb and adorable. 

You just became so much hotter.





to be continued...




